The road to hybrid
Resources from the KU Center for Online & Distance Learning
Many questions and options

• Where do I begin?
• What’s the best tool?
• Where do I get it?
• How will this help my students?
• What’s in it for me?

CODL is more than a tools and technology resource – We want to help you improve teaching and learning through online and hybrid delivery.

KU Center for Online and Distance Learning
Instructional Design

You know your course best.

Our process is to partner with faculty to understand your learning objectives and teaching approach and pair that with expertise in online and hybrid pedagogy and tools.

The result is iterative course transformation to hybrid and online formats with help for every step along the way.

KU Center for Online and Distance Learning
Analysis – Design – Development

- Outcomes before tools
- Hands-on course production
- Tools and approaches that fit the course and the faculty
- Campus partners in support – CTE, IT, KU Libraries
- Templates as a starting point designed with best practices perspective
- Video production and editing – narrated learning modules, guest lectures, lecture capture, welcome videos, embedded assessment
- Project management – helping determine timelines and resources needed
- Quality assurance and accessibility

KU Center for Online and Distance Learning
Implement – Evaluate

• Prepare and support faculty throughout the semester
• Hands-on support for synchronous sessions and any issue that you may encounter in delivery of your course
• Exam proctoring
  – Fall 2012 – 390 midterm exams / 444 final exams proctored by CODL staff
• Evolution of the course from semester to semester
• Revision of courses to 8-week summer format
Opportunities throughout the semester

• Contact us for an appointment or visit 4 Budig
• Growing web resource of KU faculty examples and courses
• Lunch and Learn series
• CODL staff at various CTE functions
• CTE / CODL course redesign seminar
• Launching CODL topical workshops in the spring semester
• Custom offerings for departments